2005 chevy trailblazer transmission

Though, there are some unique changes to the 4l60E to accommodate the I6 motor these trucks
came with. The Chevy Trailblazer came with a few different types of engines. Most of the came
with the LL8 inline six engine, or the LH6 5. Be aware of this if you are looking for one in the
salvage yard. For the entire run of the Chevrolet Trailblazer it came exclusively with the 4L60E.
The exception to this would be the Trailblazer SS, which was equipped with the performance
oriented 4L70E. RPO codes are a series of unique identifiers that GM uses to show what kind of
options were installed in each particular vehicle. It is usually stamped on the case itself. As long
as the transmission is still in the car in question, you can just take a look inside the glove
compartment. If you are trying to figure out exactly what make and model that a 4L60E came out
of, it is possible. For more on that check out 4L60E identification. The section below is
presented in a troubleshooting fashion to help you assuming that you are having problems right
now. It is more technical and in depth than what is presented below. What happens is that the
vehicle no longer detects that you have applied the brake before you shift. Alternatively, the
linkage may very well be stuck. This is significantly less likely than the first situation. Slipping is
a serious problem and can cover a number of transmission issues. Automatic transmissions are
complex machines and break down like anything else. You should check the transmission fluid
and then take it in to a shop for a professional to take a look at it. Rebuilding a transmission is
probably more difficult than rebuilding a motor. This is going to fluctuate depending on what
region of the country that you live in thought. You can see the RPO code M30 clearly in this
picture. This is proof positive that this vehicle is equipped with a 4L60E The easiest way to
determine what kind of transmission is in any GM vehicle is to use the RPO codes. I have a
Chevy Trailblazer an I have to shift it into lower drive instead of drive. Is the transmission bad,
linkage bad. It cost for a 2 wheel drive transmission rebuild or for a 4 wheel drive transmission
rebuild. How can I tell if its linkage, solenoid or needs to be rebuild. If you please call me at if I
don't answer leave you name an number An brief description why you called so I know to return
your call and it not be a bill collector. Paul answered 4 years ago. Shift sensor on the
transmission I bought my 05 in bad running shape for fairly cheap and put a lot of new and used
parts in it to finally catch all the issues. I found a fairly nice looking trailblazer in a pull yard with
a motor that looked well maintained and got all the sensors I could with the tools I had that day.
Replaced all the sensors on the transmission because it was starting to do that same thing.. It
runs great now. No slipping.. Anytime u tow anything in cold weather, u r more then likely going
to spring an oil leak from the oil pressure sensor or oil filter area.. The plus side is, they are very
easy to work on. Easy to learn and can fix them on the side of the road. Be nice to it, change the
oil with synthetic full or blend religiously! Make sure it can breath and check the 2ndary air
injection canister below the drivers seat on the frame for sitting water by pulling one of the
hoses.. YouTube has video of how to delete this function if u can legally. Or relocate the
canister to not be so low compared to the pump at the intake area It cost for a 2 wheel drive
transmission rebuild or for a My TrailBlazer is having a major problem. When I put it into drive
the RPMs fly but the car doesn't even budge. It does the same in Reverse and I don't feel
anything when I shift and I read t I just bought a Chevy trailblazer as is, they didn't tell me the
gas gauge was broken, my gas gauge is stuck on E what gives how do I fix this, what could the
possible problems be? TI just purchased a chevy trailblazer. Check engine light is on and
diagnostic references various engine sensors. I've changed out one sensor but then diagnostic
just indicates that a different I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed
by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered
reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content
will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark
helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Chevrolet
Trailblazer question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started.
Search Chevrolet Trailblazer Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search.
Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. LKQ Online is listing a used transmission in good,
working condition. No photos of the actual transmission are available. A Stock photo has been
used as a general representation. Warranty covers the transmission case, torque converter
included for automatic transmissions only and all internal components. The warranty does not
cover any external wiring, sensors or other external parts that can be transferred from your
current transmission. There is NO core charge for this transmission. To aid in installation, you
get to keep your current transmission and all attached accessories. This is NOT a manufacturer
part number, and can be disregarded. You will only receive what is pictured unless otherwise
stated in the description. Please do not assume anything else will be included if it is not
pictured. All of the parts we sell are guaranteed to be in good working condition unless
otherwise noted. We ONLY guarantee the part s will fit the vehicle s listed in the description. If
your vehicle was not originally equipped with the EXACT part s listed, it is your responsibility to

consult a dealer to see if it will fit your application. Additional items may be needed if this is an
upgrade or custom installation. Please consult your local dealer for ALL other applications. We
do our best to prevent these issues from happening and apologize for any inconvenience it may
cause. Re-learning or resetting the Transmission to the vehicle may involve towing Not Driving
to a dealership of same manufacturer in order to be performed. In certain types of
Transmissions the TCM transmission controlling computer is incorporated with the Valve body
which may require the valve body to be replaced. Transfer cases are not included with
transmission from AWD vehicles. Warranty does NOT cover labor, diagnostic, towing or rental
car costs. This will ensure the cooling system is flowing. You may verify with your local dealer if
a re-learn is required for your vehicle. We do not reimburse for this service. Lack of valid
business name and phone number will delay your order. Please provide the business name and
phone number during eBay checkout. Sales Tax may be applicable. You must provide at the
time of check out a day time phone number. You must also provide our authorized Proof of
Purchase email at the time of pick up in order for your item to be released. If not presented you
will be turned away until you have provided the Proof of Purchase this is for your own
protection. The Proof of Purchase will be emailed within 2 business days of receipt of full
payment. They will not have any packaging included. If you will need this type of service please
contact us. PayPal Only Credit Cards can be used through PayPal NO credit cards, cash, or any
form of checks will be accepted for example: certified, personal, or company checks. Tax - U.
Residents Applicable sales tax will be collected for all orders where it is required by law. Tax Canada Residents Part must be located in Canada Sales tax will be charged when parts are sold
to customers in Canada. Please check rates below. Due to heavy sales volume and limited staff,
we are only able to respond to questions related to orders. Unfortunately, we do not have the
resources to respond to fitment or other general questions. Please read our listings to hopefully
find the answers you are looking for. We hope you and your family are safe and healthy. Vehicle
Engine Size:. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Trailblazer.
Overview Overview Most Popular. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain on demand 4WD yes
automatic locking hubs yes Transmission 4-speed automatic Center locking differential yes
Drive type Four wheel drive electronic hi-lo gear selection yes mechanical center differential
yes. Fuel tank capacity 22 gal. Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 4. Safety Safety
2 rear headrests yes electronic brakeforce distribution yes 4-wheel ABS yes Rear door child
safety locks yes daytime running lights yes engine immobilizer yes Rear center 3-point belt yes
post-collision safety system yes child seat anchors yes Rear height adjustable headrests yes
Front and rear ventilated disc brakes yes 2 front headrests yes dusk sensing headlamps yes
auto delay off headlamps yes. Power Feature Power Feature 2 one-touch power windows yes
Heated mirrors yes power door locks yes. Instrumentation Instrumentation low fuel level
warning yes clock yes tachometer yes. Front leg room Rear hip Room Rear leg room Rear
shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions Front track Maximum cargo capacity Curb weight lbs.
Gross weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in place Angle of approach Angle of departure 23
degrees Length Maximum towing capacity lbs. Ground clearance 7. Height Wheel base Width
Rear track Sponsored cars related to the Trailblazer. Suspension Suspension front independent
suspension yes solid live axle rear suspension yes double wishbone front suspension yes.
Warranty Warranty Basic 3 yr. Drivetrain 3 yr. Rust 3 yr. Roadside 3 yr. Inventory See Trailblazer
Inventory. Sign Up. See Trailblazer Inventory. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on
Amazon. Learn how. There's a problem loading this m
2003 ford escape radio
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enu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

